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Having acknowledged the success of quark-parton ideas

I. Introduction
The possible relation between deep inelastic lepto-

in motivating the effort devoted to the field, we are to

production and large transverse momentum (py) processes in

day in a position to give a critical discussion of the ex

hadronic collisions was first considered by Berman and

perimental data and, free of theoretical prejudice, to

Jacob1) and by Berman, Bjorken and Kogut2).

analyse the merits of the original motivation.

Berman and Jacob1) generalized the relation between
the proton form factor and the large |tj behaviour of

II. The Event Structure

elastic proton-proton scattering, following the suggestion

Experiments observing the structure of the final state

that electromagnetic and hadronic distributions within a
nucleon are the same3).
Berman, Bjorken and Kogut2) proposed an explicit
quark-parton picture of lkrge p^ production directly in

t

in proton-proton collisions producing at least one large
transverse momentum particle, have led to the following
conclusions:
i)

A large fraction of the produced particles are unef-

spired from the deep inelastic electron scattering equiva

fected by the large p^ process. They retain the main

lent. According to their model, large py production is

properties of "normal1* events, where no large p^ par

described by a single binary collision between leading

ticle is produced,

constituents of the colliding hadrons, and the transitions

ii) The other products — with transverse momenta pj: —

between hadrons and constituents obey the same mechanisms

are correlated to the large

as in deep inelastic electroproduction.

verse momentum p£. Depending upon the sign of the

It was in such a context of ideas that three ISR

particle — with trans

scalar product Pj*Pj, they can be separated into two

groups1*), while measuring single-particle inclusive cross-

groups of "towards movers" (pj*p| > 0) and "away

sections in the large transverse momentum region, observed

movers" (p,j.*p| < 0).

much larger yields than was commonly expected from a naive

I

will first review the experimental evidence favouring

extrapolation of the low p^ exponential behaviour. This

such a picture and discuss the properties of each of the

demonstrated the feasibility of exploring the large p.^

three groups (underlying normal event, towards movers, and

region with existing machines, and immediately triggered

away movers). I will then present some phcnomcnological

off a big experimental effort which is today starting to

interpretations which have recently been given.

come to fruition.
Quark-parton ideas have been very successful in moti
vating such an effort, placing large p^ processes at the

III. The Underlying Normal Event

The pioneer experiment of the Pisa-Stony Brook Colla

heart of strong interaction dynamics, in close contact with

boration5), presented two years ago at the London Conference,

its most fundamental aspects. With a good dose of optimism,

has led their authors to conjecture that a large p^. event

one might have hoped that large p^. products in a multi

at centre-of-mass energy v-'s consists of the superposition

particle final state would carry the relevant kinematic and

of a "normal" event at total energy /s - 2|p£| with a set

quantum number contents of the hard-scattered constituents

of secondaries including the trigger itself and particles

and provide information on their nature and on their inter

balancing its transverse momentum p|.

actions, as well as give possible hints toward the under

Further support of this idea is now available,

standing of more obscure questions such as the role played

i)

by gluons or the puzzle of quark confinement.

'Die density of chargcd particles, and their trans

verse momentum distribution, in regions of phase spucc far

Secondaries
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away from the large p^. trigger is approximately the same
as in "normal" events. This observation has been made by
several groups5”13^ and under various trigger conditions
(Table 1). It is particularly meaningful in the azimuthal
hemisphere centred on the trigger particle, because the
towards movers, in contrast with the away movers, do not
occupy a large phase-space domain (Figs. 1 and 2).
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Fig. 1

Rapidity density of charged particles in ISR p-p
collisions.

The large pT trigger •’° is indicated

by an arrow (Ref. 6).

Fig. 2
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у

Rapidity density of negatives with
|px i c 0.3 to 0.5 GeV/c (lower), 0.5 to 1 GeV/c
(middle), more than 1 GeV/c (upper) in an azimuthal
wedge around the V-'qge'r (large pT positive at 20°).
Data from Ref,

4<

ii) The density of forward (Xj > 0.5) positive par
ticles has been measured8) when a large p£ positive is
о Lcrge pT evenfs

produced backwards (-0.5 < x^ < -0.2). As in "normal"

д Normal events

events, they outnumber negatives by a large factor, no
significant structure is observed in their dzi/Ruthal dis
tribution, and their transverse momentum spectrum is not

20

affected. But their x^ distribution (Fig. 3) shows that
the diffraction peak is strongly depressed and that, in
addition, the forward density decreases slowly with p.?.
(Fig. 4). The existence of leading positive particles in
large p^ events is a very important piece of information.
If it were to persist at higher values of p^. it would sug
о

gest that the large p^ proccss is purely central, with no
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quantum number flow from the incident hadrons to the large
products. More measurements of the particle density

l.O

Fig. 4

Percentage of leading particles
function of the trigger

and of the charge content in the backward-forward regions

d x^[

>

0*5)

as a

(from Ref. 8).

arc necessary to understand the evolution with р£, and in
particular whether the observed decrease is well explained
by the lesser available energy /s - 2|p£|.
iii) Two-particle rapidity correlations between charged
products have been measured in events where a large p^. t
tc
is centrally produced. They display the same short-range
structure (Fig. 5) arnenahle to a description in terms oC
independent cluster formation as in "normal" events, and
this with only little dependence upon azimuth.
i —
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Fig. 5

Average semi-inclusive rapidity correlations in a
large p^ event for the full azimuthal range (a),

Fig. 3

Leading particles in large p^, events and depression

the away hemisphere (b), and the trigger hemisphere

of the diffraction component (from Ref, 8).

(c).

From Ref. 10.

IV. The Towards Movers
Momentum correlations between two pions produced
alongside one another in the central region have been
measured1*»15) nnd found to be important. When the
transverse momentum of one of the pions is larger than
3 GeV/c, that of the other has a distribution broader than
in single-particle inclusive spectra, by a factor of 1.2
to 1.3. When expressed in terms of a correlation coef
ficient at fixed p.p this corresponds to very large
values — one to two orders of magnitude — because of the
steep fall of the production spectra. Within experimental
errors, these correlations are independent of the charge
ccmbination in the pion pair, suggesting that two-body
decays of low-mass resonances do not play an important
role15) (Fig. 6). Correlation functions are observed to
increase slowly with s, and increase more the larger the
Pj.. This can be expressed in a conpact form by noting
that the two-pion invariant cross-section for "alongside"
production at 90° may be written as1*»15)
E,E2

- « (pj ♦ p|)"n f(x| ♦ x|) ,
d Pi d p2

with
4>г =

,
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Fig. 7 Invariant cross-sections for production of two
alongside n<l,s (Ref. 14).

where the exponent n and the function f are very similar to
those describing single-particle inclusive spectra (Fig. 7).

When observed over a wider domain of phase space, to
wards movers appear to populate a narrow region around the
large pT trigger, well within ±1.5 units of rapidity and
±60° of azimuth. It is possible to estimate their charged
particle content by subtracting from the observed density
that of "normal" events. This way, 0.85 ± 0.15 charged
particles per event are found6), independent of p£ (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 6 Momentum correlation function between pions of dif
ferent charges (towards movers). From Ref. 15.

F1g, 8 Population of charged towards movers as a function
of pT of the n0 trigger (Ref. 6). The point at
low p^, corresponds to the cluster structure in
normal events.

Measurements in a narrow azimuthal wedge (±30°) around
the trigger particle provide cumulative evidence that the

♦ ♦

0.08

V

towards movers (Fig. 91 have a limited transverse momentum
(of the order of 300 MeV/c) with respect to the vector sum
of their momenta7'11»12). This implies a shrinking of

(a)

0.04
-2

-1

their rapidity distribution when the component of their
momentum on that of the trigger increases (Fig. 10), as
well as confining to low values their invariant mass with
the trigger particle. Searching for structure in the dis
tribution of this invariant mass, some resonance production
is indeed observed, but responsible for only part of the
correlation among towards movers. Reported resonances7'12)
include p* -> и°тг± (Fig. 11) — with a production cross-section

Fig. 10 Rapidity distributions and invariant mass with the
ir° trigger for charged towards movers as a function
of their [pxl: a) 0.4 to 0.6 GeV/c; b) 0.6 to
0.8 GeV/c; c) 0.8 to 1.1 GeV/c; d) 1.1 to
1.7 GeV/c. Data from Ref. 7.

q GeV/c
Fig. 9

Transverse momentum distributions' along the axis of
towards movers:
a) From Ref. 11 (the background of the underlying
"normal" event has been subtracted).
b) From Ref. 12 (preliminary data).

Fig. 11

Charged p-meson production in towards' movers.
Data from Ref. 7.
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Momentum correlation function between charged
pions for various values of

MASS
Fig. 12

figuration).
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(back-to-back con

Data from Ref. 15.

Invariant mass distribution of towards movers with
the large p^. trigger, from Ref. 12.

Double charge

pairs have been subtracted from neutral pairs.

A scries of recent experiments7>11>1!), where away
movers are momentum-analysed in an azimuthal wedge of ±40°
opposite to the trigger, show evidence of strong analogies

around 3.5 GeV/c transverse momentum o(o~) я (0.9 ±
— p° - n V ,

K*(892)

0.2)а(тт°)

>cV, N* - pn (Fig. 12). The ob

between the away movers and the towards movers. They in
deed suggest that away movers are produced with a small

servation7) of important three-particle correlations among

transverse momentum relative to the sum of their momenta,

towards movers brings additional support to the idea that

which itself covers a wide rapidity domain from event to

two-body resonance decays do not play a dominant role.

event, causing the apparent broad coverage of away movers
when observed globally. I now review the various evidences

V. The Away №yers
Away movers are at first sight of a different nature

in favour of this interpretation.
i) Some azimuthal confinement of the away movers in

in that they cover a wider angular range (Fig. 1) and that

the vicinity of the scattering plane (which contains the

their number increases with p^., typically by 0.8 charged

incident momenta and that of the trigger) has been re

particles per GeV/c. These features were already reported

ported7). Defining px and p t, the components of the

in the earlier experiments5’6) and are now confirmed in

transverse momentum p-j. of an away mover in and out the

more recent measurements7"1!) with the additional informa

scattering plane, the pQUt distributions are observed to

tion that they depend only little upon the identity of the

be independent of px , in contrast with the situation in

trigger particle’

"normal” events where P0U£> on the average, increases with

.

Back-to-back momentum correlations15) between two
pions in the central region are similar to, but even

Ipx|. The mean value of p

is measured to be 500 MeV/c

stronger;than those observed in the "alongside" configura

(Hg. H).
ii) When studied event by event, away movers are ob

tion. In particular, they are independent of the charge

served to be strongly correlated in rapidity, the stronger

combination, but, in contrast with the "alongside" case,

the larger px- This has been independently reported by

they do not significantly increase with Js (Fig. 13).

three groups7’11>IJ) and is illustrated in Figs. 15 to 19.
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RAPIDITY DIFFERENCE
Fig. Тб

Data from Ref. 7.

Rapidity correlation among away movers for dif
ferent charge combinations.
the uncorrelated background.
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-1

0

Rapidity correlation between charged away movers
with large |p 1»

The line indicates the uncor

related background.

Data from Ref. 12.
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Fig. 15

The line indicates

Data from Ref. 7.

Rap id ity
Fig. 17

d ifferen ce , I А у I

Rapidity correlation among аыпу movers for dif
ferent charge combinations.
the uncorrelated background.

The line indicates
Data from Ref. 11,

For this result to be significant, it must be compared to
the similar correlation observed in "normal” events and
conmonly described in terms of cluster emission. This has
been done7) for a n° trigger at 90°, with p.J. ^ 2.5 GeV/c,
and for secondaries with |px| > 1.2 GeV/c (Fig. 15). The
observed correlation corresponds to an excess of 0.35 ± 0.07
charged particles per event extending over ±0.6 units of
rapidity, to be compared with 0.18 ± 0.05 particles per
event over ±0.8 units of rapidity in "normal" events. The
difference is small but significant and the increase of the
correlation with px is clearly evidenced (Figs. 18 and 19).
Needless to say, higher statistics and larger values of p£
are highly desirable for a better study of the properties
of pairs of large px away movers. All three experiments
report a larger correlation (by a factor of the order of 2)
Fig. 18

Rapidity correlation among away movers for two

between opposite charge pairs than between same charge

intervals of their transverse momentum.

pairs (Figs. 16 and 17).

From

Ref. 11.

iii)

Distributions in px 7) are illustrated in Fig. 20.

To permit comparison with similar distributions in electropToduction and e+e" annihilation experiments, the variable
xe = 1Px I/Pt *s use<* rat*ler t*'an Px- If t*ie tr*-S8er itself
were the only towards mover, and if the away movers would
exactly balance its transverse momentum, the distribution
in Fig. 20a would describe the fragmentation of the away
movers. But the existence of other towards movers implies

С

6

that a variable x' smaller than x„ should be used instead.
This is done in Fig. 20b and shows no significant cffect.
Note that, on the average, one quarter of the events have
at least 40$ of the trigger transverse momentum balanced

0.2
Fig, 19

Rapidity distribution of large p^ away movers
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*E or

when that with the largest p x (not included in
the plot) lies in the regions indicated by the
arrows.

Data from Ref* 7.

Fig. 20

dN/dxe distributions for away movers (see text).
Data from Ref. 7,

hv a single charged particle. The data from Ref. 7 are

and rapidity distributions adjusted to best fit single

unfortunately insufficient to study the scaling properties

particle inclusive spectra. The main conclusions are as

of the p distributions, but in the region

follows:

(p > 1.2 GcY/c, 1rapidity) < 2.5, ^P0nt' <

^V/c) the

i) The transverse momentum of the trigger is balanced by

x distribution is consistent with being independent of pj

a set of away movers covering a broad angular range,

for a 90°

qualitatively similar to what is experimentally ob

trigger. Preliminary data from Ref. 11, re

ported by R. Sosnowski at this Conference, however,indicate

served. However, there are more away movers per GeV/c

a substantial scaling violation in the region

of pj, each carrying less transverse momentum, than in

(p * 1 GeV/c, ipoutI < 850 McV/c) for data taken with a
charged particle trigger at 45°. It is premature to draw

the observed data,
ii') The away movers are not confined to the trigger plane;

definite conclusions from these possibly contradictory re

nan«ly there is little coupling between momenta col

sults.

linear to the trigger and momenta at 90° in azimuth,

iv)

Most experiments do not show any evidence of cor

iii) As expected, not only is there no towards mover, hut

relation between the rapidity of the trigger particle and

the particle density on the trigger side decreases

the mean of that of away movers, as further confirmed by

slowly with p®..

recent data10). An exception is, however, worth noting.

These remarks give further support to the idea that

Tt comes from an experiment*) where the secondaries are not

only a fraction of the particles in the final state takes

rromcnt.ixm-analysed, but where p| is quite larger than in

part in the momentum balance of the large p^ trigger.

other data. The trigger is a :r° at rapidity slightly below

To the extent that the towards and away movers are in

1, and the away movers arc observed to have an asymmetric

close relation with the dynamics of the process of large

rapidity distribution, with an excess of charged particles

Pp production, it is important to analyse their properties

(0.50 i 0.12 charged particlcs per event in an azimuthal

independently of the underlying "normal" event. This is

wedge of ±30° opposite to the trigger) towards negative

very difficult in the present experimental situation where

rapidities (Pig. 1).

only a few among the away and towards movers have large
enough transverse momenta (say > 1 GeV/c) to be distin

VI. Phenomenology of the Event Structure

guished from the underlying "normal" event, acting as a

Without going deeper into the study of large p^ pro

background. This situation, illustrated in Fig. 21, con

cesses, and in particular before presenting the vast amount

trasts with that of e+e" annihilation, where there is no

of data concerning single-particle inclusive spectra and
their dependence upon quantum numbers, it is useful at this

2 5 GoV Jet

2Chorqed

stage to attempt to condense the material of the previous

' Noutral

sections into a few characteristic properties.
Let us first cornncnt upon the i*ole played by energymomentum conservation, In the absence of a precise know
ledge of the dynamics to which we should apply the 6functions expressing energy momentum conservation, the

5 Gev jp '

и

problem .is not well defined. Pure phase space, on the
other hand, is so far from measured populations that its
study is not very informative. As an exercise, having
learned the persistence of longitudinal phase space as a
dominant dynamical property, we may study the effect of
Fig. 21

four-momentum conservation on particles produced indepen
dently from each other with uncorrelated transverse momentum

Scale drawings of typical jets at 90° and ’’normal"
event background.
(Ref. 18).

Figure taken from P.V. f.andshoff

underlying normal event to disturb the analysis of the

order of ЗП0 MeV/c and that Pjl = x1

are distributed

final hadronic state16), A popular and instructive ap

according to X1 (M/dX1 = gfx1), where gfx1) is a smooth

proach17”22) has been to postulate some simple properties

function of X1. This strong hypothesis of Feynman scaling

obeyed by the away and towards movers, and to confront

along J is formulated in different manners depending upon

their consequences with experimental data. Let us briefly

the authors. It may be simply postulated17>18>2•), or

review and coiranent upon the hypotheses most commonly pos

based on analogy with other processes such as e+e annihi

tulated. To do so we define

lation15’22) or "normal" hadron-hadron collisions20).
The remarkably simple hypotheses mentioned above per

j towards movers ’

mit quantitative evaluations of the data. For example,

where the sum includes the trigger particle, and

and away movers with that between the trigger and towards

*away movers
i)

f

♦ & = 0. This hypothesis implies that the

underlying normal event has no transverse movement, which
is not directly evidenced (at least in this strong form)
from the data. In this context, an important comment by
Levin and Ryskin23) is of relevance. They present cumu
lative evidence that partons inside hadrons have large
transverse momenta, on the average larger than 1 GeV/c.
One argument is that the pQut distribution7) presented in a
previous section is already quite broad, and corresponds to
an even wider transverse momentum distribution for the
colliding partons when one accounts for the fact that the
observed hadrons carry only a fraction of the momentum of
their parent parton. A similar situation is observed in
deep inelastic electroproduction'7). If this were true,
the larger p^. trigger particle would most likely be produced
in a collision of two partons with abnormally large transverse
momenta in its direction and the above hypothesis should
Л
Ь E-T

movers, we can weigh the relative importance of the wide
angular span of f'* (which depresses the former) and of the
distortion on the towards side due to the fact that we
trigger on a single particle (which depresses the latter).
The agreement with the data is very impressive in view of
the simplicity of the hypotheses made. This does not prove
that the above picture is the only possible one, nor that
it will resist the confrontation with future data — with
hopefully better statistics and larger transverse momenta.
It does, however, put severe constraints on possible inter
pretations of the data. For example, Ellis, Jacob and
Landshoff18) emphasize the importance of allowing for a
small 6-function contribution to gfX1) in the vicinity of
X1 = 1 in order to obtain good fits to the data. This im
plies that the set of away movers has a small probability
(at the peTcent level) to consist of a single particle, but
on the towards side, because of the peculiar triggering
mode, this rare configuration is very much favoured. They

be reconsidered.
...
n)

when comparing the momentum correlation between the trigger

find that a form
d6o
d3P* d3PT

F(Pj)FCPj)

.

This hypothesis of independence upon the rapidities у and

g(V
(1 - X.)2
-j-!— - -- j-J— + 0.016 «(1 - X.)

уT , and of absence of correlation between these two quan

gives an adequate description of the data. A meson-like

tities, is believed to be a good approximation in the

jet, such as predicted by constituent interchange and quark

central region where single-particle inclusive spectra are

fusion models, is indeed often expected to consist of a

observed to have the same property and where, for a fixed

single meson, while a quark-like jet cannot fragment in a

direction of

single hadron without violating triality conservation.

is observed to span a very wide angular

J. and G. Ranft22) account for some scaling violation in

range21).
iii)

In the frarae where & *■P3” « 0, let us define the

the jet fragmentation, as observed in the presumably quark

axis J collinear to P4 = -Pr . Away and towards movers have

like e+e jets, and are able to reproduce the experimental

transverse momenta p,j. with respect to this axis and longi

situation without the help of a 6-function. The same

tudinal momenta

authors note the impossibility of describing the correlation

along this axis. It is commonly postu

lated that p.|. are cut off with an average value of the

among towards movers with a function g(?.j)/5^ decreasing

towards

the apparent .limitation of

= 0. Such a situation would arise in the case

but a large enough tempera

where away and towards movers would consist each of a large

ture to generate towards movers. Whilst it seems that such

low-mass resonance or cluster, *such as observed in

a compromise is not excluded, a critical quantitative con
frontation with all available data is still to be done.

"normal" events.

In particular, strong angular correlations between

Keeping in mind that there is some amount of specula

and

^ should apparently be expected in such a picture.

tion in the above picture which needs further experimental

fiard-scattering models, where a binary collision be

confirmation, we may already at this stage discard some of
the models which have been proposed to describe large p^

tween constituents of the colliding hadrons generates two

hadronic processes. Single-fireball models24), where the

jets of particles in the final state, are clearly favoured

colliding hadrons fuse in a massive hadronic state which

by the data presented in the previous sections. A clear

subsequently decays isotropically, and bremsstrahlung

analysis of the experimental situation in these terms has

models25), where the incident hadrons experience a hard

recently been given by Bjorkcn37) who also presents several

scattering and radiate neutral vector mesons, do not account

instructive comparisons with leptoproduction and e+e~ an

for the presence of an underlying ’’normal" event with longi

nihilation data.
To progress further in our understanding of large p.j,

tudinal phase-space dominance, and, as such, are in disa
greement with the data. They do, however (especially the

dynamics, it is now time to review the experimental results

latter), give a satisfactory description of single-particle

concerning single-particle inclusive spectra, in particular

inclusive spectra and of two-particle momentum correlations.

their scaling properties and their dependence upon quantum
numbers.

Hard-scattering quark-parton models where a single
meson or meson-resonance is produced on one side, such as
the constituent interchange model26) and the quark fusion

VII.

model27), find it difficult to understand the properties

Single-Particle Inclusive Spectra

Before the Conference, the experimental material on
single-particle inclusive spectra, which has been recently

displayed by towards movers. For these models to survive,
towards movers would have to contain resonances with large

reviewed in detail29), consisted mostly of ISR data14»1s>30)

multiplicity final states to wash out charge correlations

at rather low values of Xj. = Zp^/v's and of FNAL data ob

in the "alongside" configuration. It is not clear whether

tained with proton beams on nuclear targets31»32). The

such a situation can be reconciled with present experi

main features exhibited by tho data may be briefly sum

mental evidence, especially with regard to the above corrment

marized as follows:

of Ranft and Ranft22), It must, however, he noted that the

i) Invariant cross-sections decrease steeply with p^»

exactly "alongside" configuration does not favour the ob

approximately as p-^0^', with n ^ = 12. In compari

servation of resonances, and it is very important for

son with this strong dependence upon py, that upon /s,

future experiments not only to search for resonances

upon angle, and upon particle type are rather mild,

among towards movers but also to produce upper limits for

ii) The dependence upon /s exhibits violation of Feynman

their production cross-section in cases where they are not

scaling, conveniently expressed in the form

observed.

E(d3a/dp3) ® p^n f(x,j0, with n * 8 in the ISR range.

Mjlti-fireball models, such as that developed by

In the FNAL range, when extrapolating the nuclear

Kagiyama and Ilirose28), possess most of the features evi

target data to the p-p case, higher values of n were

denced in the data. There, one of the clusters in a

obtained at large x^, of the order of 11 for pion

"normal" event has evolved to a massive excited state, the

production31).

decay products of which, emitted isotropically in its rest

iii) The dependence upon angle is not significant in the

frame, constitute the set of away and towards movers. The

central region. In the forward region it is reasonably

fireball must have a sufficiently low multiplicity for

well accounted for by replacing

cnergy-momentum conservation within the fireball to take

in the formula above32).

A W

, 11

by x^ * (x,“ + x p '7

iv) Heavier particles are more copiously produced at
larger [ij.. When expressed as a function of
и

W targets. The data on nuclei will be briefly reported in
the next section. An important and unexpected result is

nvj. = (m2 + p|) n , m being the mass of the particle

that they do not extrapolate accurately to the p-p data.

produced, all cross-sections are similar, within a

In particular, for pion production, the latter are well

factor of 5 or so, for m running all the way from

described by a form p^n f{x^), with n = 8.5 to S.9, and not

0.135 to 3.1 GeV/c2. The n+/n ratio is equal to 1.2,

11 as had been pi-eviously deduced by extrapolation of

independent of Py, in the range explored.

nuclear data. The apparent dependence of n upon Xj., which
was commonly accepted before the Conference, has now dis
appeared. All measured cross-sections (Figs. 23 to 26}
are amenable to a description of the form
E(d3a/dp5) * p^.n (1 - x^.)1"
in the large x.j. region (jij. > 0.3).Preliminary fits

to

the data yield the values of n andm listed in Table 2.
The u+/iT ratio, in good agreementwith ISR data15), re
mains at the level of 1.2 to 1.3 in the low x^. region. But
above x^. = 0.3, where no data exist in the ISR energy
Fig. 22

An illustration of the dimensional counting rules

(see text).

range, it abruptly increases and crosses the value of 2 at
Xj = 0.5. The proton and, even more, the antiproton data,
are in significant disagreement with ISR measurements in

These data have been widely analysed and commented

the same kinematic region30).

upon29), in the frame of quark-parton models, with the help
of the powerful and elegant dimensional counting rules33)
which relate the inclusive cross-section for production of
particle с to the number na of active quark lines taking
part in the hard-scattering process and the number Пр of
passive quark lines "wasting" momentum in the hadron <-► quark
transitions (Pig. 221. According to the counting rules,
one has, in the central region,
E(d3a/dp3) »([>£ + VI2)-fna-2)
with
f(V

- (i - ^ " p - 1

.

For such arguments to be powerful, they must be con
fronted with data involving as many particle types as pos
sible, both in the initial and final state, and reaching
to large values of x.^., where valence quarks can be expected
to play a major role.
Many such data3"’35) are contributed to this Conference
from FNAL, evidencing the superiority of fixed target machines
in the field of single-particle inclusive cross-sections.
x,

The Chicago-Princeton group35) have measured invariant
cross-sections for the inclusive production of тг, К", and
pi in proton collisions with proton, deuteron, Be, Ti, and

Fig. 23

Scaling in
from Ref. 35.

production in p-p collisions.

Data

Table 2
Inclusive channel

n

Л1

Ref.

p + p -» u+ *• ...
p + p -*■ + ...
p + p ■* K+ + ...
p + p -+ K" + ...
p + p - p + ...
p + p - p + ...
7l" + p ->■ TT° + ...
гЛ + p -► Tt0 + ...
Р + P -k 7Г0 + ...

8.5
8.9
8.4
8.9
11.7
11.9

8.8
9.7
8.8
11.7
6.8
8.0

35
35
35
35
35
35
34
34
34

1

-

-

S.S t 0.3
7.1 ± 0.4

P, (GeV/c)

Fi'j 25 Kaon to pion ratios in p-p collisions. Data from
35.

0

P, {GeV/c)
Fig, 24

Antiproton and proton to pion ratios in p-p col
lisions.

Fig. 26

Data from Ref. 35.

Particle ratios as a function of x,j, in the
Chicago-Princeton data (Ref. 35).
Upper figure:

tf+/iT

ratio (top and left-hand

scales).
Lower figure:

p/ir+ , р/я~, К4/**» and IC/iT ratios

multiplied by the scaling power of pT .
Lines indicate fits to a form (1 - x^)ro as in
dicated on the figure.

0.1

0.2

03

0Л

0.5

0.6

0.7

The r+/r ratio behaves differently in proton-proton

100 GeV/c

2 0 0 GeV/e

collisions and in proton-deuterium collisions (Fig. 27).
This may be interpreted as an indication that the "+/^"
ratio is roughly equal to 1, independent of p^.( in protonneutron collisions. Such a conclusion, obtained by simply
subtracting the proton value from the deuterium value, may
however seem hazardous in the present situation.
The BNL-CalTech-LBL group31*) presents measurements of in
clusive

production at 90° from r ’-p and p-p interactions

at 100 and 200 GeV/c. They are the first measurements of
that kind performed with a meson beam, and will hopefully
be followed by a long succession of similar experiments.
The lever arm in s is not sufficient to permit a meaningful

Fig. 28

Ratios between тт+-р -► л° + ... and Ti”-p ■+ ту0 + ...
(upper figures), and between p-p

study of the scaling behaviour of the measured crosssections. However, the p^ dependences at fixed

•т“_р - -c +

arc ob

,/s.

^

ft0 + ... and

(lower figures) for two values of

Data from Ref. 34.

served to be sufficiently similar to study cross-section
ratios as a function of x.p The -+-p ti

+ ... and

-p -* -° + ... cross-sections are equal within errors

over the full Py,*^ range (Fig. 28). The ratio R between
the p-p -►

+ ... and ** -p -

+ ... cross-sections is

displayed in Fig. 29 as a function of x^., and varies like
(I - x^.)m with m - l.b t 0.5. Die systematic uncertainty
on these ratios, where the numerator and the denominator
are measured with the same detector but in different beams
and runs, is claimed by the authors to be very small.
Fig. 29

Ratio between p-p -*• i t 0 + ... and ir-p -*• tt0 + ... as
a function of xT (Ref. 34).

Preliminary data at forward angles (« 35°) indicate a
similar behaviour.
I

conclude this section on single-particle inclusive

spcctra by briefly mentioning four other contributions to
this Conference.
The first one36) concerns the production of n° at 90°
in the ISR energy range, and differs from previous measure
ments in that the

is identified from its n°

mode. In the range l.b *

yy decay

< 3.3 GeV/c the data agree

well with *•“ cross-sections30) within the 20% normalization
uncertainty between the two experiments.
The second37^ is a measurement of the charge asymmetry
in the central region in p-p interactions at 22.4 GeV/c

P, (GeV/c)
Fig. 27

7T+/n" ratio in p-p and p-d collisions.
Ref. 35.

From

incident momentum. The charge asymmetry is observed to
occur in the forward and backward directions close to the

.v»-:u>

central region and to increase with transverse momentum.
A similar observation is reported3s) in 16 (IcV/c ir-p and

Mien considered together, the experimental material on

100 GeV/c n"-p interactions by another collaboration, who

the structure of large p^, events and that on single-particle

present in addition35) a very rich set of data on inclusive

inclusive spectra sum up to a large amount of information

production of m:iny resonances which are all observed to have

which has generated much activity among theorists. I am

a similar p,j. dependence in the larger pT region.

not competent to give a critical evaluation of their пипу
contributions to the Conference, and can only extract from
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their work the points which seem to me relevant for guiding

The early measurements31), by the Chicago-Princeton

experimentalists in their measurements.

Collaboration, of large p-j. inclusive spectra from proton-

Л central question concerns the understanding of the

nucleus collisions had triggered much interest1*0) in that

depression of the Berman-Вjorkcn-Kogut (BBK) diagram2'

the atomic number dependence was observed to behave like

(gluon exchange between quarks, Fig. 31a). As is immediately

Au with v >> 2/3, even greater than 1.

apparent from the dimensional counting rules, this corres
ponds to n = 4, while the data want n * 8 (for p-p -* n + ...).

The same Collaboration reports on similar measure
ments35), but with higher statistics and better control

Before the Conference, when ri was believed to be different

upon systematic uncertainties. In the case ol' тГ produc

in the ISR and FNA1, energy ranges, we might have seen in

tion the power о shows a clear tendency to decrease towards

the data a trend for n to decrease towards larger values of

very large values of pT , after having reached a maximum

s, and speculate that it might level off at very high ener

(slightly above 1.1) at p^. = 4 to 5 GeV/c (Fig. 30).

gies. This is no longer reasonable. As an illustration of

New data'1) from Serpukhov on large Xj. (0.2 to 0.6)

current ideas on the problem, I briefly list a few represen
tative models which have been proposed.

inclusive yields at 90° from p-Be and p-Cu collisions
(70 GeV/c incident momentum) are presented. The K+/u+ and

1)

The constituent interchange model2b) postulates the

p/n+ ratios are observed to behave in a similar way to

depression of the BBK diagram and assumes the dominance of

those in the FNAL energy range.

subprocesses involving hadrons as constituents, such as
quark-jneson scattering (Fig. 31b). Depending upon the
(x,j.,pT) domain, several such processes may be at work ac
cording to the respective dominance of the p!j.n and (1 - Xj.)m
terms. This results in much flexibility built up into the
model, which appears to reproduce successfully most of the
scaling behaviour of single-particle inclusive distributions.
In addition, it offers a natural smooth connection to ex
clusive processes as well as to low |>r reactions, and pro
vides a good description of form factors. Its most recent
developments have been reported by S. Brodsky at this Conferenc:-, together with a comparison of its predictions with
the new FNAL results presented above. The main merit of
this model may he to offer a transparent recipe for im
mediately deducing from the data which are the dominant
subprocesses, and possibly providing some hint towards a
better understanding of the dynamics. Л recent example is

P, (GeVic

the possible importance of minimum neutralisation of quark
Fig. 30

Atomic number dependence of inclusive n" produc
tion in proton-nucleus collisions (Ref. 35).

The

exponent a of the atomic number A is displayed as
a function of p^.,

.

lilies112)

2)

The quark fusion model27) is of a similar nature

(Fig. 31c). Hie dominant process is postulated to be

uncertainties (Fig. 32). In the framework of quark fusion
(a)

models, much effort has been devoted to describing, in a
unified manner, high and low p^ processes at all angles*5).
JsT

A sumnary of such work has been given by T. Matsuoka at
this Conference. Most features of the data are successfully
described by assuming nultiperipheral dynamics for the jet
fragmentation (Fig. 31d). A feature of the model, which

(b)

has to be revised, is to predict an increase of n with x^,,
similar to what was comnonly believed before the Conference.
3) In the massive quark model19), free quark states

^ 4 m

are explicitly avoided by setting quark masses to a large
value and by strongly damping quark scattering amplitudes
(c)

at large masses in order to prevent the appearance of onmass-shell quarks. An n = 4 subprocess is present, but in

m ,m*
Ъят w, m *

the FNAL-ISR energy range the dominant subprocess (Fig. 31e)
corresponds again to n * 8 for inclusive meson production.

(d)

A small-mass cluster (towards movers) recoils against a

_

larger mass hadronic state (away movers), which decays with

~ \ P —<ш

limited transverse momentum and Feynman scaling along its
axis. As previously mentioned, this model reproduces well
the many aspects of the event structure.
4) Some authors maintain the dominance of the BBK

Underlying normal event

(#)

subprocess by introducing a scale at its vertex” ). A
recent comnent along this line*6) has been made in relation

/

I
~

\

Towards movers

L oc vf

m

e

r

s

to the scaling violation apparently observed in deep in
elastic leptoproduction. From a description of vW2 in the
form
vW2 = f(x)(l + q2/A2)"’

F1g. 31 Some typical diagrams of current parton models
(see text).
quark + antiquark

two mesons, which corresponds to n * 8.

As previously mentioned, such models do not account
for the production of apparently non-resonant towards movers.
An ad hoc modification has recently been proposed*1)
by replacing the outgoing mesons by meson-like jets. An
interesting consequence*1') is the prediction of a copious
single-photon yield (the lesser electromagnetic coupling
being compensated by the absence of fragmentation). A
recent ISR experiment16) indeed reports the observation of
large pp photons at 90° (3 < p^. < 4 GeV/c) in excess of
the it0 ■* yy and n * VY contributions. The ratio
R * o(p-p ■
* у * ...)/o(p-p ■»

+ ...) is measured to be

(20 t 10)%, where the error includes several systematic

Pfm (GeWe)
Fig. 32 Ratio between photon end ° cross-sections in p-p
collisions (the n° •* YY and n YY contributions
have been subtracted from the photon component)»
An additional 7% uncertainty must be applied to
the data (Ref. 36),
tt

which reproduces the experimental data for Л2 “ 50 (GeV/c)2,
it is possible to infer an effective finite quark size and

In the constituent interchange model we expect dominant
subprocesses with n * 8 for meson production, and n = 12

calculate the modified inclusive cross-sections. It is of

for p" production, in good agreement with experiment. This

course questionable whether such an extrapolation is reason

seems to be difficult to reconcile with quark-quark scat

able, but it results in a beautiful agreement with the pion

tering subprocesses, which would, in addition, predict much

data.

higher values of m than experimentally observed in p4 pro
5)

I conclude this list by mentioning the field theo

duction because of the necessity of having a large number

retical approaches"7! which have been reviewed by

of spectators. Another difficulty for quark-quark scat

A.N. Tavkhelidze, A.V. Efremov and L.A. Slepchenko at this

tering models, previously noted by Bjorken17), is the non

Conference. Kvinikhidze et al.1*7), starting from field

equality of the p/p and K+/K" ratios in p-n collisions.

theoretic arguments for composite hadrons, obtain a number

The new data confirm the relation

of general conclusions which reduce to the usual parton-

_E_ j -ЁЛ г 4

model results under the more specific assumptions inherent
to such models. In particular, they give a general deriva
tion of the dimensional counting rules. Their treatment
of the rescattering1*s) of the hard scatters in the stream
of the passive constituents of the colliding hadrons is of
particular interest. Similar ideas have been considered by
Gasser and Sukhatme20) in a purely phenomenological and
ad hoe manner, with much success in describing the main

k'J

at рт = 3 GeV .
t

The observed increase of the v*/v ratio in p-p collisions,
up to and possibly above 2, is however a relief for most
quark-parton models, which had difficulty in understanding
the stahle value of 1.2 obtained below jtj. = 0.5.
Many more measurements are clearly necessary in order
to understand the dynamics of large p^, collisions and the
respective roles of constituent interchange and quark-quark

properties of the event structure.
It is clearly premature and outside my competence to
give a critical analysis of the implications of the new
FNAL data on current models. The remarkable agreement of
the Chicago-Princeton15) cross-sections with a form
p^n (1-Xj)m

W

over a wide range of Xj, 20.3 nonetheless

scattering subprocesses*’), the former being successful at
explaining single-particle inclusive spectra, the latter at
understanding the global structure of the event. In the
guise of a conclusion, we may try to single out some ex
periments which should shed some light on these questions.

indicatesthat their analysis will be more informative than
before. A few simple and possibly naive comments can al

Data of the quality of the Chicago-Princeton measure

ready be made at this stage.
The data of Donaldson et al.31*) suggest that the pre
sence of an antiquark in the pion wave function is not as
ijnportant as might have been anticipated, although pions
appear to be more efficient than protons at producing u0,s
in collisions with protons. If the dominant subprocesses
would direclty involve the antiquark from the incident pion,
a /-p ■> и» + ...
т Г - р ■+ и » + , . .

ments35) must be collected on hydrogen at large Xj. with
various incident beams

('rt±,K±,'r)> looking for p±, n4, and

K* inclusive spectra. The accelerators at FNAL, and in the
near future at the CERN SPS, are best suited for such
studies.
The exact nature of away and towards movers must be
further investigated. Their apparent jet structure has to

we would naively expect
тт

X. Conclusion

=1
2

be confirmed in experiments with larger p^. triggers and
better statistics to permit detailed studies of the shape
and scaling properties of the transverse and longitudinal
momentum distributions along the jet axis. In addition,

The data rather favour subprocesses where, for example, a
pion constituent of the incident pion takes part in the

the exact role played by resonances should be understood.
Angular correlations between leading away and towards

hard scattering, in which case R„ " 1 and R « Cl - Xj.)"2.

movers are very informative"9). Very little is at present

These remarks are not in favour of the quark fusion model.

' ■'Am at large enough p^..

Quantum number flow, both within the set of away and
towards movers, and between it and the underlying normal
event, are predicted to behave very differently in dif
ferent models. Their study, at large values of x^,, would
give precious information.
The very same studies should be performed with e*e

13) B. Alper et al., Multiplicities associated with the
production of pions, kaons or protons of high trans
verse momentum at the ISR, Rutherford Laboratory
preprint R1-76-031 (1976).
C. Bellettini et al., Correlation studies of events
with a c/targeJ hadron at x = 0 in proton-proton col
lisions at the CERN ISR, Paper 114/A2 contributed to
this Conference.

hadronic final states, which are believed to be pure quark-

14) K. Eggert et al., Nuclear Phys. B98, 49 (1975).

like jets, undisturbed by the cumbersome background of the

15) F.W. Biisser et al., Nuclear Phys. B106, 1 (1970).

underlying liotnial event in hadron-hadron collisions. Much

16) G. Hanson et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 35, 1609 (1975);
and, Evidence for jet structure in hadron production
by e+e annihilation, Talk delivered at the SLAC
Summer Institute on Particle Physics, July 1975.

understanding will undoubtedly emerge from a detailed com
parison between e+e jets and the final states of large Py
hadronic processes.

17) J.D. Bjorken, High p.j. dynamics, Lectures delivered at
the SLAC Simmer Institute on Particle Physics, July
1975.
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